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ABSTRACT

RICE OBJECTIVE YIELD: 1982 UPDATE. By Roberta B. Pense;
Statistical Research Division, Statistical Reporting Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture; October 1983. SRS Staff Report No.
AGES831025.

This study is a follow-up of the 1981 research study in Arkansas. The
purposes of this research were to develop objective procedures to
estimate rice yield, and to investigate procedures which use multiple
regression models to forecast yield early in the season. Based on 1981
and 1982 results in Arkansas, it is possible to estimate yield at harvest.
Some potential. data collection biases have been identified, but no
quantitative measures of bias were made. Several methods of adjusting
the estimates for this bias are outlined, although no methods are
recommended. It is possible to forecast heads per acre at maturity
using early-season counts of stalks or heads. Early-season forecasting
equations for weight of grain per head at maturity need more work.

********************************************************
* ** This paper was prepared for limited distribution to the research *
* community outside the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The views *
* expressed herein are not necessarily those of SRS or USDA. *
* *********************************************************
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INTRODUCTION

DATA COLLECTION

RICE OBJECIVE YIELD: 1982 UPDATE
Roberta B. Pense

The Yield Assessment Section of the Statistical Reporting Service is
developing rice objective yield procedures to be used operationally in
1984 in the five major rice producing states. These states are:
Arkansas, California, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. Work began in
1980 with a feasibility study involving nine nonrandomly selected fields
in Arkansas (2). In 1981, a sample of 130 randomly selected fields in
Arkansas was chosen. This sample provided at-harvest estimates of
harvested acreage, yield per acre, and production at the state level.
Data were also collected for developing regression models to forecast
yield (4). This work continued in Arkansas in 1982 with a sample of 100
randomly selected fields. The objectives in 1982 were basically the
same as in the 1981 study. Specifically, the objectives were to:

1. investigate procedures to estimate rice yield at harvest. In
1982 this included looking at the effects on plant growth of
repeated visits to the field, and the effects of unit location
on yield. It also included examining methods of adjusting
yield estimates to account for data collection biases, and
evaluating alternative ways to estimate harvest loss,

2. develop regression models to forecast two components of
yield - number of heads per acre, and weight of threshed
grain per head at maturity, and

3. elicit comments and suggestions for improvements in data
collection procedures from enumerators and state office
personnel.

This paper describes changes in data collection procedures and
summarizes analysis that was done in 1982. More detail on data
collection procedures, previous analysis, and historical background is
contained in the SRS staff report "1981 Rice Objective Yield Study"(4).

A sample of 100 fields was drawn using the current objective yield
sampling scheme (probability proportional to size based on expanded
June Enumerative Survey acres planted, or to be planted, to rice). This
sample size was adequate to estimate net yield per acre with a
coefficient of variation (CV) of less than 5%, based on 1981 variance
estimates. Enumerators made field observations on the even-numbered
samples at monthly intervals beginning in August as well as
immediately before and after harvest. Odd-numbered fields were only
visited just before harvest.
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Number of plots per sample, plot size, field observations and counts,
and clipping instructions were identical to those in the 1981 study.
Plots were not located on levees or in ditches in either year. Post-
harvest gleaning units were not located in tire tracks. Both of these
instructions may introduce bias in yield estimates. However, data
collection problems were severe enough that these instructions were
necessary.

Procedures for locating Unit 1 changed in 1982, based on suggestions
from the enumerators involved in the 1981 study. Previously the
enumerators located Unit 1 by pacing x-number of steps along the edge
of the field and y-number of steps into the field, where x and yare
random numbers based on field size. The damage caused by this method
was obvious from the field's edge. The enumerators were concerned
about this damage, as were some farm operators. In 1982, the
enumerators walked x-number of paces along the edge of the field and
visually located the nearest levee ditch. They then counted and
recorded the number of paces (z) needed to get to this ditch. They
walked y-number of paces down the levee ditch, turned into the field,
and walked z-number of paces. Figure 1 illustrates this procedure.
While this procedure may not locate the unit in the same place as the
1981 method, the unit location is still random, which is the primary
objective of unit location.

Plots tended to be located closer to the edge of the field primarily
because the levees curve a great deal. Difficulty with walking in

Figure 1: Plot Location Procedures
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ASSUMPTIONS

muddy ditches is also a factor, but this problem also occurs when
walking in a flooded field. Some enumerators even felt that walking
down the ditches was easier. Six out of nine enumerators responding to
the survey evaluation questionnaire preferred the 1982 unit location
procedure because it caused less damage to the field. Those who did
not prefer walking down the ditches mentioned curving levees, snakes
at levee gates, and confusion caused by the additional instructions as
the major problems. It is recommended that the paces into the field in
1983 be 1 1/2 times the paces into the field in 1982 to try to locate
plots away from the further edge of the field.

Another change in data collection was that all enumerators were
allowed, but not required, to work in pairs. In 1981, some enumerators
were assigned to work in pairs and some alone. Many of those assigned
to work alone were taking family members or friends with them. The
NASDA (National Association of State Departments of Agriculture)
cost per sample in 1982 was $123 as compared to $142 per sample in
1981. A more detailed cost breakdown between enumerators working
alone and those working in pairs is not available. Some decrease in cost
per sample was expected in 1982 since enumerators were more
experienced. However, it does not appear that allowing enumerators to
work in pairs increases costs substantially.

Appendix I contains a copy of all rice objective yield forms. More
information on data collection instructions and editing procedures are
found in the "1982 Rice Objective Yield Research Study Enumerator's
Manual" (7) and the "1982 Rice Objective Yield Supervising and Editing
Manual" (8).

All of the following analyses assume that there is no difference in yield
component estimates between respondents and non-respondents. Table
1 gives some indication of the magnitude of non-response in 1981 and
1982. It is somewhat surprising that the 1982 response rates of 97% and
93% for the initial and post-harvest interviews, respectively, are higher
than the 1981 response rates (91% and 81%). Some enumerators had
indicated that some respondents in 1981 would refuse in future surveys

TABLE 1: Summary of Responses to Farmer Interview

1982
Post-Harvest Initial Post-Harvest

----- PERCENT -----

Completed Interview
No Rice in Tract
No Rice in Sample but

Rice in Tract
Refusal/Inaccessible
Missing

Total

90.8
3.1
1.5
4.6
0.0

100.0

80.8 97.0 93.0
3.1 1.0 1.0
1.5 0.0 0.0

11.5 2.0 6.0
3.1 0.0 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0
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because of field damage. However, of the 42 samples in 1982 which
were also sampled tracts in 1981, only one was a refusal. The tract
opera tor was also a refusal in 1981, so the previous study did not
influence his decision.

It is also assumed that little or no bias is introduced into the harvest
loss estimate because post-harvest gleaning plots are not located in tire
tracks. There should be no bias when the combine used a straw
spreader, since harvest loss should be uniformly distributed. If a straw
spreader was not used, bias would be introduced. However, in 1982 only
6.5% of the samples were harvested without a straw spreader (7.6% in
1981). Any bias due to these samples should be negligible and constant
over the years.

Another assumption is that grain types (long, medium, and short) can be
grouped together when building forecasting equations. This assumption
is necessary since there are so few observations in the short grain
category. Table 2 shows the distribution of samples in 1981 and 1982 by
variety. There has been no major shift in variety types so that any
effect on regression models due to variety type should be constant over
the two years.

TABLE 2: Summary of Varieties by Grain Type

~ariety 11981 J \'182
-- PE C£N-t--

Nortai 1.7 1.0
Total Short Grain 1.7 1.0

Mars 13.6 13.4
Nato 4.2 0.0
Total Medium Grain 17.8 13.4

Labelle 24.6 23.7
Lebonnet 7.6 9.3
Starbonnet 48.3 52.6
Total Long Grain 80.5 85.6

Total All Types 100.0 100.0

All variances were computed using the formula for simple random
sampling. This is the procedure used in all operational objective yield
programs, but it may not adequately represent the sampling design.
The validity of computing the variances in this manner is being
investigated and is not addressed in this report. It is assumed that any
problems with computing variances in the current method are minimal
and consistent with current Agency practice.
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AT-HARVEST ESTIMAnON
Yield A final estimate of the net yield per acre at harvest in bushels, adjusted

to 1296 moisture, was calculated using the data from the final pre-
harvest field visit, the laboratory work on the mature samples, and the
post-harvest gleanings. The formula for estimating yield per acre is as
follows:

Net yield per acre =

Heads per acre =

(Heads per acre x Grain weight per head) - Harvest loss per acre,

where

(Number of late boot + emerged )
+ detached heads in both units X 43560

(Unit 1 5 row widths +)
Unit 2 5 row widths • 5 X 1.8 X 3

Grain weight
per head =

X (1 - MOisture)
content

X 1 - .12)

Harvest loss
per acre =

(Weight of gleaned grail'1\ (1 - MOisture)
after threshing JX 43560 X content

((Unit 1 5 row width +,\ '\
Unit 2 5 row width) .5) X 1.8 X 3 X 453.6 X 45 X (1-.12)

5 adjusts five row widths to one row,
43560 is the number of square feet in an acre,
1.8 is the length in feet of one row (21.6 inches),
3 is the number of rows in one unit,
45 is the number of pounds in a bushel of rice,
453.6 is the number of grams in a pound, and
(1 - .12) adjusts the weight to 1296 moisture.

Several methods of estimating harvest loss and net yield were
evaluated. These estimates are summarized in Table 3.

Two methods were used to estimate harvest loss -- an average over all
available samples, and an estimate based on stratifying harvest loss by
the farmer's reported damage. Ratio and regression estimates of
harvest loss were investigated in 1981. These methods did not lead to
more precise estimators because there was little correlation between
gross yield and harvest loss. This is still true in 1982, as can be seen in
Figure 2.
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TABLE 3: Summary of Yield Estimates

Yariable El Mean Std.Error J CV(%) ~

Heads per Acre 89 1,227,057 48074 3.9
Wt. per Head (gr.) 89 1.84 0.07 3.9
Gross Yield (bu.) 89 102.8 3.56 3.5
Harvest Loss - Avg (bu.) 47 6.0 0.88 14.7
Harvest Loss - Strat.(bu.) 93 5.9 0.92 15.7
Net Yield - Avg (bu.) 89 96.8 3.67 3.8
Net Yield - Hist. (bu.) 89 95.2 3.72 3.9
Net Yield - Percent Adj. (bu.) 89 93.9 3.93 4.2
Net Yield - Ratio Adj. (bu.) 89 90.2 5.02 5.6
Net Yield - Strate Adj. (bu.) 89 90.4 3.51 3.9
Farmer Reported Yield (bu.) 93 92.4 1.90 2.1

Figure 2: Plot of Harvest Loss per Acre vs. Gross Yield per Acre (bu/acre)
Symbols are: 1 = damage affecting harvest loss

2 = damage during the growing season
3 = no significant damage
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The average estimate of harvest loss is based on the even-numbered
samples which received a post-harvest gleaning visit. Since this is a
random subsample of the sample, no additional bias is introduced into
this estimate. The second estimation procedure involved stratifying
harvest loss based on the farmer's reported damage code. Three strata
were used: (1) damage, such as lodging, which would affect the harvest
loss estimate (2) damage which occurred during the growing season, and
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(3) no significant damage. Means were calculated for each stratum
based on the available gleaning data. Stratum means were 5.4, 4.3, and
6.3 bushels per acre respectively. The percentage of samples in each
stratum was estimated using the available data from the post-harvest
interview. The percentages for each stratum were 16%, 14%, and 70%
respectively. The standard error for this harvest loss estimator was
slightly higher than for the straight average estimate (see Table 3).
This indicates a high within stratum variance, which can also be seen in
the wide range of harvest loss values for stratum 3 in Figure 2. All
subsequent references to harvest loss will be to the straight average
estima tor.

Net yield per acre was estimated using two methods. They differed
only in how harvest loss was estimated for those samples not receiving
a post-harvest gleaning visit. The first method expressed net yield as
the difference between average gross yield and average harvest loss
using only 1982 data (i.e., used the current year's harvest loss estimate
for those samples not receiving a gleaning visit). The estimate using
this method was 96.8 bushels. A second method used historic harvest
loss rather than the current estimate for those samples not receiving a
post-harvest gleaning visit. That is, net yield at the sample level was
computed for those samples having both gross yield and harvest loss
data in 1982. For those samples not receiving gleaning visits, the
difference between average gross yield in those samples in 1982 and the
average harvest loss in 1981 was used as the net yield estimate. The
variance of this "historic" estimator is slightly higher than the first
(standard error of 3.72 as opposed to 3.67). For this reason the first
"average" method will be used in all subsequent references to net yield
in this paper. The "historic" method would probably be used in an
operational program, however, since an historic average would be used
to forecast harvest loss early in the season.

Since the objective yield plots are not located on levees or in ditches,
there is a potential for bias in net yield estimates. Rice grown on
levees is more subject to damage from weeds and moisture stress than
rice grown within the field. Yield on the levees should be lower than in
the rest of the field. In addition, levees were not reseeded for 10% of
the samples in 1982. Based on information obtained from the farmer in
the initial interview an average of 6.1% of the field is in levees and
ditches. This percentage ranged from 1% to 25% of the field, with 65%
of the samples in the 1-5% range. Therefore, the objective yield
estimate probably overstates yield per acre.

Several procedures can be used to adjust the net yield estimate to
eliminate this bias. The simplest procedure is to reduce the estimate
by a certain percent. For example, assume the rice yield in ditches is
zero and the yield on the levees is not significantly different from the
yield in the field. Also assume the acreage in levees is equal to the
acreage in ditches. The percent reduction should therefore be the
percentage of acreage in ditches. Since an average of 6% of the field is
in levees and ditches, let 3% be the percent reduction. This is referred
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PI =
Xl =
P2 =
x2 =
P3 =
x3 =

to as the "percent adjustment" in Table 3. The problems associated
with this procedure are that the farmer's levee and ditch acreage
estimates may be biased, and the percent adjustment is both arbitrary
and subjective in its assumptions.

A second adjustment multiplies the 1982 objective yield estimate by the
ratio of the 1981 Crop Reporting Board (CRB) estimate to the 1981
objective yield estimate. This estimate is referred to as the "ratio
adjustment" in Table 3. This adjustment must assume that the CRB
yield estimate is "true yield". The CRB yield estimate must be treated
as a constant (i.e., has no variance) when computing the variance of the
ratio adjustment estimate.

A third yield estimate involves estimating yield for levees, ditches, and
"within" the field separately. Gross yield per acre would be estimated
as PI Xl + P2 x2 + P3 x3, where

percentage of field acreage in levees
yield per acre for those acres in levees
percentage of field acreage that is "within-field"
yield per acre for those acres "within-field"
percentage of field acreage in irrigatIon ditches
yield per acre for acres in ditches (equals zero and has
no variance).

The variance of this estimate would then be approximately (Pl)2 var
(Xl) + (Xl)2 var (PI) + 2Plxl cov (P1,xl) + (P2)2 var (x2) + (X2)2var (P2) +
2 P2x2 cov (P2,X2)+ 2 cov (p1xl, P2x2).

The harvest loss estimate would be subtracted from gross yield. The
variance of gross yield per acre for the levees (Xl) is probably greater
than that for the within field (X2) plots since some farmers reseed
levees while other do not. It should also be noted that as the
percentage of levees (PI) increases, the within field yield (X2) may
increase due to improved water management. An additional problem is
the accuracy with which PI, P2, and P3 are estimated. Acreages are
difficult to estimate, especially when they involve small areas. Thus
while some data collection biases are eliminated, the variances may
increase and another potential bias (acreage estimation) is introduced.

Since no plots were located on levees or ditches, a modification of the
third approach was used in 1982. The formula for gross yield was 1/2
(PI + P3) (Xl/x2) x2 + P2 (X2)where Pi and Xiare defined as before. This
method assumes that half of the farmer's reported acreage in levees
and ditches is in levees. It also assumes that levee yield can be
expressed as a percentage of within field yield. Since there is no
estimate of this percentage, more assumptions had to be made. It was
assumed that (Xl/x2) could be estimated by solving the following
equation for (xl/X2): 1981 CRB yield = 1/2 (PI +P3) (Xl/X2) x2 + P2 (X2)
- harvest loss, where all the Pi are 1982 estimates, and x2 and harvest
loss are 1981 estimates. This estimate of (Xl/x2) was then used in the
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AcreaRe Estimates and
Production Estimates

HandlinR Effect

equation for 1982 to solve for the 1982 CRB yield. Again, this assumes
the CRB yield is "true" yield.

None of the net yield estimates in Table 3 are significantly different
from each other. The farmer's reported yield was 92.4 bushel per acre,
and the CRB yield estimate was 97.5 (adjusted to 12% moisture). The
average net yield, unadjusted for bias (96.8), will be used in all
subsequent references to net yield since its standard error was the
smallest in relation to the mean. It should be noted that this estimate
may not have the smallest mean square error. However, since the
amount of bias is unknown, the mean square error could not be
computed. The average net yield also maintained independence from
the Crop Reporting Board estimate, unlike some of the adjusted
estimates. Until a validation study can be conducted to eliminate some
of the assumptions necessary for adjusting the yield, the simpler
"percent" adjustment or a time series chart using average net yield is
recommended rather than the more complicated procedures.

The estimate of planted acres of rice from the June Enumerative
Survey (JES) was revised to reflect the acres for harvest. The first
revision was done in August, and was based on the ratio of tract acres
to be harvested, as reported during the initial interview, to the tract
planted acres, as reported on the JES. This ratio was 0.96 in 1982. The
revised acreage estimate was 1,359,850 acres, with a standard error of
approximately 134,300.

The second revision was based on the field acres harvested as reported
on the post-harvest interview. The ratio of this figure to the field
acres planned for harvest as reported on the initial interview was 1.007.
The revised estimate was 1,370,000 acres with a standard error of
approximately 136,400. The final Crop Reporting Board estimate of
harvested acres was 1,330,000 acres.

Using the objective yield indications for yield (96.8 bu.) and acreage
0,370,000), the objective yield estimate of total rice production in
Arkansas was 132,692,000 bushels. The CRB estimate, adjusted to 1296
moisture, was 129,295,000 bushels. The objective yield estimate was
therefore 2.696 higher than the CRB estimate.

Rice in Arkansas is seeded either by using a broadcast method or
drilling in 6 inch rows. This, together with flooded conditions early in
the season, make it difficult to walk through and make counts in a rice
field without some damage to the plants. If the damage is severe
enough, the sample plots may not be representative of the "unhandled"
areas. In order to investigate the effect of repeated visits, Units 1 and
2 in the even-numbered fields were treated differently. The
enumerators located Unit 1 on the first visit and repeatedly observed
this unit each month until maturity. They relocated Unit 2 each month.
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A Bonferroni paired t-test was used to test the hypothesis that there
was no significant difference in counts between the units. This method
is described in Timm (6) and the 1981 Rice Objective Yield Study (4). In
1981, no significant differences existed for any month or at maturity.
In 1982, a significant difference between the units existed in October
and at maturity (see Table 4). Unit 1 contained more emerged heads
than Unit 2. This tendency was also present in 1981, which may
indicate that damage to the surrounding competition allows more heads
to develop fully. The use of two enumerators for all samples in 1982
may have accentuated the effect. However, in 1982, Unit 1 tended to
contain more heads (particularly late boot heads) than Unit 2 in August
when neither unit had been previously handled. This tendency was not
apparent in 1981 and may indicate that the change in unit location
procedures affected the plant counts. Since the growing season was
approximately the same for both years, it apparently does not explain
the year to year difference. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn
concerning a handling effect.

Table 4: Summary of Handling Effects 1./
Mean of Mean of a Std.

t ~/Month Variable n Unit I Unit 2 (Unit 1-2) error

Aug Stalks 44 1,427,878 1,396,760 31,118 96,792 0.32
Late Boot 47 222,386 133,986 88,400 45,613 1.94
Emerged 47 597,877 641,212 -43,334 82,522 -0.53
Detached 1 0 0 0
Head Wt. 25 0.722 1.004 -0.229 0.0948 -2.42

Sep Stalks 5 1,228,225 1,147,618 80,607 225,261 0.36
Late Boot 47 35,777 17,449 18,328 14,660 1.25
Emerged 47 1,266,465 1,149,006 117,458 67,990 1.73
Detached 35 1,591 811 780 1, 150 0.68
Head Wt. 47 2.019 2.119 -0.100 o. 1051 -0.95

Oct Stalks
Late Boot 10 8,067 2,689 5,378 5,378 1.00
Emerged 10 1,145,749 826,279 319,469 84,457 3.78*
Detached 9 0 0 0
Head Wt. 10 2.473 2.604 -0.130 0.3732 -0.35

Mature Stalks
Late Boot 45 0 0 °Emerged 45 1,315,109 1, 119,826 195,283 70,019 2.79*
Detached 45 1,238 631 607 893 0.68
Head Wt. 46 2.250 2.379 -0. 129 0.1237 -1.04

1/ Counts are expressed on a per acre basis. Weights are expressed
on a per head basis.
2/ * indicates the paired means are significantly different at the overall
multiple-t significance level of a =.05. Hotelling's T2 tests on appropriate
subsets of data yielded same results at a =.05 level.
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Plot Location Effect

FORECASTING
MODELS

Heads per Acre

Levees have the effect of subdividing the fields into sub-fields since the
water levels and temperatures are relatively constant within levees,
and may be different between levees. Rice yields are lower for the
sub-fields closest to the water pump because of cold water and water
impurities. Yields also tend to be lower in the sub-fields furthest from
the pump because of insufficient water.

The enumerators recorded the number of levees from the plot location
of Unit 1 to the starting corner. There is no indication of where the
water pump is in relation to this corner. While gross yield estimates
tended to increase as the plot was located further from the corner, so
did harvest loss estimates. The average gross yield for plots in the first
four sub-fields was 97.5 bushels per acre as opposed to 111.6 for the
other plots. The average harvest loss was 4.3 and 8.1 bushels per acre
for the plots in the first four sub-fields and the other plots,
respectively. Thus, both gross yield and harvest loss increased for non-
corner sub-fields. Net yield is increased, but not as much as gross
yield. The study was not designed to examine plot location effect in
more detail and no conclusions can be made. Care should be taken to
insure plot location does not bias the yield estimates however.

Multiple regression models were developed to forecast heads in the
sample and weight of grain per head at maturity. Early season head and
stalk counts, and early season head weights were obtained for the even-
numbered samples in 1981 and 1982. Models should be generated for
each maturity category (see Appendix II for a description of matruity
categories), but some categories were combined because there were so
few observations. The procedures and assumptions for building the
models were the same as in 1981. No adjustments were made because
of sampling design. Checks for collinearity, influential data points, and
heteroscedasticity were made using the regression diagnostics described
in Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch 0). Influential data points were deleted
when building the models. The "best" model was chosen based on
highest R2, lowest mean square error, and the least problem with
heteroscedasticity or collinearity. See the" 1981 Rice Objective Yield
Study" report for more details on procedures.

The 1981 study showed that the pre-boot and early boot maturity
categories could be combined, as well as the milk and soft dough stages.
The total number of heads (late boot and emerged) was a better
regressor variable than the two head counts individually. These
conclusions are still valid based on an inspection of the 1982 data. The
independent variables included number of stalks, number of heads, and
functions (such as squares, square roots, and logarithms) of these
variables. The "best" regression equations are listed in Table 5.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the regression equations for each of the three
maturity category groupings as well as the plots of the data.
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Table 5: "Best" Regression Equations - Number of Heads

Maturity Category 1 R2GJ MSE I Equation

Pre-boot & Early boot (I &2) .53 31* 600.0 29.7606 + 0.6009 (II stalks)

Late boot (3) .69 49 430.6 35.4037 + 0.7229 (II heads)

Milk and Soft dough (4&5) .89 33 249.8 -3.7823 + 1.0652 (11heads)

* Some observations were deleted when building the model

A forecasting equation involving number of stalks for the late boot
category, had a higher R2 (.71) and a lower mean square error (404.9)
than the "best" equation for that category. Heteroscedasticity
appeared to be more of a problem in the "stalk" equation than in the
"head" equation, so the head equation was chosen as best.

Figure 3: Plot of Predicted (P) vs Actual (Symbol is Maturity Category)
Heads at Maturity - Maturity Categories 1 and 2
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Weight per Head

It should be noted that only data for Unit 1 were used in building the
regression equations. This unit was observed throughout the growing
season. If a handling effect exists, these regression equations must be
adjusted to be applicable to unhandled plots. Alternatively, models
could be built using "unhandled" Unit 2 data. Early season and late
season relationships probably would not be as strong since different
plants are observed each month (10) (I 1).

The grain weight per head at maturity in grams, adjusted to 1296
moisture, was used as the dependent variable. Early season weights of
la te boot and emerged heads, and the count of grains per head were
used as independent variables. Functions of these variables, such as
squares, square roots, and logarithms were also used as independent
variables for constructing the "best" regression equation. The weight of
heads (Jate boot and emerged combined) and functions of this variable
were also used.

Models were developed by maturity category using both 1981 and 1982
data. However, data for the milk and soft dough stages were combined
since there were so few observations and the data plots were similar.
The data were also grouped by month rather than maturity category.
This grouping was inferior to the maturity category grouping and is not
presented.

Table 6 shows the "best" regression equations. Plots of the regression
equations as well as the data are found in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 6: "Best" Regression Equations - Weight per Head

Maturity R2 I n I MSE Equation

Late boot (3)
Milk & Soft dough (4&5)

.45 44*

.13 33*
0.2116
0.3933

0.96 + 1.55 (wt/emerged head)
1.91 + 0.40 (In(wt/emerged head»

* Some observations were deleted when building the model.

While the equation for the late boot category is acceptable, the
equation for the milk and soft dough category is not. In 1981, the
"best" equations for the milk and soft dough category involved the
grains per head variable, and had an R2 of .46. While heads tended to
be lighter in 1982 (2.0 grams as opposed to 2.3 grams) and contained
fewer grains (107 as opposed to 126), weight per grain remained
constant. This would indicate that grains per head should continue to
be a good predictor variable. A plot of the data shows that the
additional 1982 data destroys the 1981 relationship. There is no
observable pattern or distributional change due to years, however. This
is true of all weight per head variables, not just grains per head. This
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SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDAnONS

fact is particularly important since the SSO used a newer thresher In
1982, and a year effect due to the thresher may have been expected.

The assumptions should be summarized before drawing conclusions. It
has been assumed that land use stratum and tract or field size have no
effect on the estimates when dealing with nonresponse. This same
assumption, along with the assumption of no grain type effect, was
made when building regression equations to forecast yield components.
In addition, variances were computed using the formula for simple
random sampling, as is done in operational objective yield programs.

Based on the 1981 and 1982 rice objective yield surveys in Arkansas, the
following conclusions can be made:

1) It is possible to estimate final yield per acre at harvest using an
objective yield procedure. The objective yield estimate was 96.8
bushels per acre in 1982 (CV = 3.8%), which compares favorably
with the Crop Reporting Board estimate of 97.5 bushels. In 1981
the objective yield estimate was 110.8 bushels, while the Board
estimate was 103.2 bushels.

2) Several potential biases have been identified. No plots are
located on levees or in ditches, so that yield estimates should be
too high. Gleaning plots are not located in tire tracks so that
harvest loss estimates should be too high when a straw spreader
was not used for harvest. Estimates may be too high or too low
depending on the distribution of the sample plots in the sub-fields
crea ted by the levees. The 1981 and 1982 studies were not
designed to examine these problems and therefore no conclusions
or adjustments to the estimates are recommended until these
problems are examined in detail. These problems should be
addressed in a validation study, where within field relationships
are thoroughly examined. A pilot test in Arkansas will be
conducted at harvest in 1983 to obtain an estimate of levee yield
and its variance and to test data collection procedures.

3) No conclusions can be drawn concerning "handling" effect. In
1981, there was no statistically significant effect on yield
components due to repeated handling of the plants. In 1982, a
significant effect occurred at maturity, even though the growing
season was about the same for both years. It is recommended
that this study be continued for another year.

4) Early season forecasts of heads per sample unit at maturity can
be made using early season counts of number of heads. Currently
these models assume that there is no handling effect, so that the
models are built using data from plots which were observed at
least twice. If a handling effect is present, either the forecasts
will have to be adjusted for bias, or the models will have to be
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APPENDIX I

Forms

Lelt June a repreaentative from our offiee obtained
information about your farming operati~nI ine1u~ing your
_ded aereage of rice. Now •• e would ,.ke to venfy the Sta"ing Time (Military time) ....
rice !!8ded acreage and obtam .your eatlmete of the JUNE TRACT ACRESacreage to be harvested for gram. ,

,. At the time ofthe June visit you h.d seeded 0, intended to SlId .••.••• , , , ••• , •••• , •••••••.••. tal ·
Kl'as of ,ice in flelds in this tract. (Do not chonge)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE

RICE YIELD SURVEY - 1982
NI IA INTERVIEW

YEAR. CROP, FORM, MONTH
(1-41

171

170

Form Approved
O. M. B. Number 535~088
C.E.12·3IA·IW

Dlrte (,----- __ 1 ....
I

FORM A:

211_

SURVEY MONTH CODE
Aug_ 1 -1
s.p,.mber 1 - 2
Octo•••• 1 - 3
No••_l -4

SHOW operator hill tract and field. on PHOTO.

VERIFY the fields and the acreagel of rice which were act ••••ll)' .eeded in thill tract
and entered in the .haded areCUIof Table A. OUTLINE and label on the photo all acres
reported in Column 5.

MAKE necelSGry correctionl and new entrie. in non .• haded CJre/U of Table A.

If no rice WCUIseeded in tnJct. correct Table A.

RECORD the acreage. of rice to be harvuted for grain In Column 6 and ADD to total.

TABLE A

<NO.. R•• ,••• III '••/a,. RE·ADD Column 6
IS THAT IIIGHT?

YES - ContmUl.

FIELD Acres in USES or CROPS other than ACRES OFNUMBER TOTAL ACRES OF rice to be harvested for grain. RICE(Sample field ACRES RICE (For uample: bare .pots, TO BEnumber IS IN FIELD SEEDED roads, other crop., etc.) HARVESTEDcircled.)
USE ACRES FOR GRAIN

1 2 3 •• 5 6· · ·- - . - ":J ·· · ·• .~. i.• '
'~ . h . • - "T.lI ·· · ·• • • '11 ·· · ·• • • J ·· · ·• • - ~...• 1-

" '._ ..:11 ·· • •• • • ... ·1022. The total rice 'Cl'Nge (Col. 6) to be ha,Yllted fll' V"III ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Acres ·

___ A ZERO entry .• return all (omu.
IF ITEM 2 HAS _

An ACREAGE entry .• TURN PAGE
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form A: RICE ICont'dl

IN".. 3 to 10 Apply to tlae SAMPLE FIELD ONL Y.

I( no Rice u intended to N hArvuted (or trAin in tlae
d_i6ftAted IGmple field, BUT ANEW field to be hArwated (or
IJ'Glnu luted in TAble A, tlau new (;.Id then Ncomu the
_pie field to enter in Item 3 And Item 4.

3. IcIf1I of Rice to be harvested for •• In In SImple Field Number ••••••••••• Acr••

4. Whit percentile of the KrtI In s.nple Field Number I. in Iev_
• di1l:h•• ? •••••••.••.•.•.•.••••••••••••••••••.• , ••.•.•••••••••.••••••••••• PERCENT

6. What nrilty of Rice did you IIeed In this field? .•• OFFICE CODE

•• II this rlce,shongreln 111 medium grein 12110nll •• In 131 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ENTER CODE

7. W•• this field sown by: Bro8dcat D- 1 Drill D - 2 ••••.•••••.••••••••• ENTER CODE

8. Did you NIttd lev••• ? YES 0- 1 NoD- 2 •.••••••••• , ••••••••••••• ENTER CODE

''With your permission' will now go out to the field end mark off two lmall units to be
u'" in makinilltalk end heed counts."

". will return to the units tICh month until harvest to make counts end clip e few heed.
10 cletermlne their weight end Ilze. Would that be ell right?·: YES Cl NO 0

b. Odd Numbered SImples
''With your permlalon I will rlturn shortly before harvest end
merk off two .mall unit ••• will make counts end clip e few
h••• to determine thalr weight end .Ize.
Would thet be ell right? YES 0 NO 0

10. "After you haye f1Mhed heryestinll thl. field, I will return 10 •• k you ebout production.
It will be epprecllted if you cen keep e ..-cI of the totel emount of rice harY8lted
from this field:'

1
105

)106

1
107

IMPORTANT: Review tlag (orm (or complete_. Record
endi,., time And .",. nAme. Trana(er nece."
~ dAm (rom 114m 3 to Form D. Item 1.

Enumert1Dr _

1
172

Ending Time (MilitArY Time)-------

I1110

STATUS CODE ••••••••.•.• -----

f_'_lIO _
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WlITID ITATU DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ITATISTICAL IlIl'ORTINO IEIlVlCE

FORM B: RICE YIELD COUNTS - 1982

IUIIVIY MONTH CODE YEAR. CRGf'. 'ORM.1IClNTH_______ 11"1

Form ~
O. M. 8. ~ ••••••

••..' -,
•••••••' -I
••••••• , - a
•••••••• , - 4

UNIT LOCATION

••••••••••••••••••••• fiIId •••••••••••••••

Number •••••••••••
field ••••••••••••••••••••••

II tNI. _ 1111I1,.. _1eId
GIlt"" --.7 . UNIT 1

No 0

-, I..~71
•••••• TIme (Military Tim.

UNIT2

NoD

CMct NO 1/ tlUeIe tlw ",., NIl to ley OIltulllt 1 or 1/ tllll •• IUIItJ.
Con lite ",,_tlon on "'-uN nNmkr" ad ''poc. fro". ••••••• to tile."",Ie Itlt ._Iope ad all otMr B (0,."...
'or IUI#(.) eIwt:IIlfII: Y. - Nip to It.". J.

No - tfOmplet.It,m I. UNIT 1

1••••••• _1,.. ..••.c.-n 1301 1303
•••••••••••• Ieahi Row 1 10 •
1IIIIca ••••• I' Feet ad 1WdbI • _

2. STAR OF MATURITY: (Orcle _ •••••• for •••• lIIIItl

UNIT 2

•

Mdurlty ••••• ......-- EMy loot •••• loot "Ie loft DouIh Herd DouIh Ripe
or Flower

300 300 300 300 300 300 300
UNIT 1 1 2 3 4 I I 7

302 302 302 302 302 302 302
IUNIT2 1 2 3 4 II I 7

If ~'#~~:motNrlf7" If tM :fll~lIIGt""ty •• of ,ither unit Ie
IOf un u CofI,1t'-"'II C44, or .'/I,.tart count"IIitll " ForIOHif " .,.rt co"n" withI. cod. ior 7. ,." •• ,It,,,,, 7.nd ~.

~. No. of ••••••••••••• hi UNIT
•••••••• ONLY on FINAL
PRE-HARVEITVIIITI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•• ca.ENTI on ClOIIlI1Ionof field •••••__ lIIlIa: _

COUNTS WITHIN UNITI

•..'" .
4. No•••••••• LATE lOOT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I. •.•••••• of ••••••••••••• 011 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

UNIT 1 UNIT 2

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 1 Row 2 Row 3
311 312 313 314 315 3111

351 352 353 354 355 3511

.
3311331 332 333 334 335

.-.'
341 ~ .' 344, .-.~

'(0,','"- '.;:

(S. hcIt - CUPPING IN8f'RUC'l'IONB - BltllitW 2'ilM.)
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Row I

FORM 8: RICE (ClInt'.d1

Lay out Units 1 • "'- below:

Row a

Row 2

UIlit 2
Qlp

Count At. alp Ateii A
Lay aut 011I)ItIae COWlt_ for VlIlt J

alp AnI B

CLIPPING ORDER

UnIt 1 (""1

FIm a •••• - Row 1. alp ~ B

•••••• ClIppIng - Row 3 In alp ~ B

lhIni alpplng - Row 2 • alp ~ A

Enu-.- _

7. "the HIGHEST MATURITY CODE 01,... In Item 2 for EITHER UnIt Is:

(a) ODeleI or 2: SKIP Iu- 8 aDd t. Batv time aDd ••••• _.

(b) Code a, 4 or 6: 00 to Item 8.

(e) Code 6 or '7: 00 to Item t.

•• WITHIN CLIP AREAS - MIlke0I1pp1np In the delignltad ROW within alp •••• of EACH unit foIlow1"' •••• beI_.

Ibp 1 - MOW (cut mllr .ttli/n J illc:1ta of '-t} all Rala IIIIpaclfleel row1llltll 4 EIMIWId H--. (if tMt _,,}
are obtalDacl OR _to the row. complatal7 1DOWacI••••• 11-wiDe at aad of row fartbaIt fro.
COUDt_ aDd mow III dinetIoD of COUDt-. BumiDa aac:bata1Il for __ eel !f.ad _It. mowacI; II..-t,
clip Ralk _Iaeb balcnr the ba.d. PIaa the 6 (or _) -.ad haacIa IIIa'.••.Record COllDt_ State
(~UoIII) LD. tat. AIm __ -wiDe. clip aDd COUDtaD7 ••••• 1Il•••• boot aDd pIaee IIII'....

• 2- MOW nmaiIIIDt I&alb IIIrow. BlwDJDa aac:bItaIk IDcIda&enDIaawbIeII_ --.eo
••••• IDcIwhich 0_ ue •••• boot •••••• CLIP the ItaIk _ iDeIl baIcnr the baed. I'Iaca tba •••••••11I'"
--... ••••• II, the 8# ball uuI the •••• boot ••••••• III tba I' •••.

• 3- a-d the eollDt of the ramaiDIDt -.eeI-. aDd tile laW boot baacIa_ tba State (~UoIII) LD. tat.

Repeat IWpa I thru I for Ulllt 2l11iD1cllftaNDt bap fex -.eeI-. aDd laW boot haacIatbaD 1IIacIin UIllt 1.

fftpare two LD. tap. Lebel all bap with _pia aDd DIllt 11__ .•••• aDd pIaca a # aDd I # bap III tba 8' .••.
VtIrify State (Yallolll) LD. tap aDd aUaeh to outIIde of 8 J ••••.

CINeIr IN •.• CJ a(tar pltleirt6 B I •••In a cloth ~ _Ir 1Idtl~ to STATE LAB.
ENTER thIN and •••••••••••.

t. WITHIN COUNT AREAS - alp and Count ell ••••• In _11I_ of BOTH unitl foIlow1", ••••• below.
UIe a ••••••• # Me for •••• unit •

• 1 - Qlp aDd ColUlt aD HaacIaIII •••• Boot In Row 1 - R-.lln ••• 4 •

• 2 - Qlp aDd Count aD EmergId HIIdIln Row 1 - "-'din Item S. aDd pi.- -.cI beida III_ •••
1ritb W. boot •••••.

•• 3 - ••••• atepll'" 2 for ROW 2_ 3.- a-cs--..
• 4 - ftek up uuI Count aD DNchad ••••• -1IOUDd IIIDIlltaDd R-.l1n Item lib. I'Iaea III ••• with

clipped Iaaada.

R~ ••••• clipped in It_ 4 and 6 of FormB and on I.D. ,..,.. AtflIcli one/.D. ,. to_II
'J •••.Claaelrhare ( ) a(tar pltJe/", •••• in clotll ~ _Ir ~d to STATE. Elltar filM 11IIII

••• - .NOONG n•• <_••••,......r:.._37_: /

STATUI CODE ••••••••••••• [ _

~E [-~ -I
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE Form Appro-,

O.M.B.Nu_ us.ooBB

MONTH COOE

.•...•. ,.....,
8opt. , ••••• 2
Oct.' ..... 3
Nov.' ••••• 4

FORM C-1: STATE LABORATORY DETERMINATIONS-

1982 RICE YIELD SURVEY - CLIPPING AREA

SINGLE ROW HEAD SAMPLES

EAR. CROP, FORM, MONTH
11-41

214_

CIte _

(Sampll Ptoceued)

======== ========1·· ~~ ..:-_:-_:-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~-

1. From Identlficdion T811

•. All He8ds (Em8f'V8Cl.nd late Boot) .....•... Number

b. Steg80fMlturity Code

UNIT1 UNIT2

2. Ubor8tory OIItermill8tionl. SubAmpi. of _.rgMI hNds (3-# .ll)

•.-.,-. 15._' 1"'-0-:------ -------
b. Tou' weight of hNds ••• (OIlA! dletlfl4l) .•••••..•••••••..•.••..•••......•..•. f _

b. H88clsIn •••• Boot 15# beg):

(1) Tot8I •••mber.18bontory-..nt ....•..•.•..•.•..•.•..........•.•.•.•... 1..4_
13

_
415

(2) Toul weight of I8t8 boot "-cis ..•...................................•.. _

lAb Technicllin _
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ITA T1STICAL REPORTING SERVICE

(&mlple Proe_d)
UNIT 1 UNIT Z

1. From Identificetion Teg I I
e. All Heeds IEmerged, U1te BootInd OIrteched .•...•..•.••••••.•...• N b .••• :::'bo
b. Stege of "turity •...•......•........ :: ~ ~est

MONTH CODE

Aut' .•.•• 1
8tpt.1 •••• Z
Oct. 1..•.• 3
Nov. 1 •••• 4
Doc.1_"'Ii

+

FORM C-2: REGIONAL LABORATORY
DETERMINATIONS -1982 RICE YIELD SURVEY

HARVESTED UNIT HEAD SAMPLES

VEAR,CROP,FORW,MONTH
11-41

215_ Dlte _

Form Approved
O. M. B. Number ~

r502

2. Lebomory Dlterminatiolll, ell clipped heeell from Units 1 end 2

e. Unit 1: (1) Total weicht ohll beam ......• (One decimDI) ..•.•.•••.........•...............
503

504

S. Threlhed grein, ell heed. from Unit, 1 end 2

(2) Heam in _pIe ...........•••..•....•.......•.•••.•........................ 505

b. Unit 2: (1) Total weicht of all beam .•.• (OM deei"",l) ..•.....•.•.......................... 506

(2) Heam in ample ..••....•.••••••••.••..•••••...•...•••..•. , •....... , .

c. Totel weight of ell heeds .•• .2e 111 +2h (1) •••••.••. , Grams ) • I
Combine all Math fI'om Unitl 1and 2.

)507
e. Weight Immedietelv efter th •.••hino ••. (One deeimDI) Grama '- ••.•

YES 0 Go to 3b
II Item 3e 1_ than 2c? ••.••••

NO 0 STOP - Notify Supervisor.

508
b. Weight Immedletelv before moistUre test .••••• (One deeimDl) Grams

509
c. Moisture oontent 1/ ... (One deeimDI) ...•.....•......•....•.................... Percent

d. Th•.••hi"" loa edjultment flctor (One decimal) ...•.....•......................... Percent

11 If •• mple weiltht is too ImDlI for mo ••tun tat, luffieient ".,.in of known moisture content
lllill be addeato the IDmple 10 'that /I moid"n test con be made. lfIe moiltun content of
tM .mp~ oan then be derilJed uWIIl the foUowil16 formultJ:

(A +B) D-(s.c)E - _

A

510

Gro,",

Gro,",
Percent

_____ ••••.•_ Percent

When! A - W,iltht of ImDlllOmple (item 3")
B - W.iltht of additional ,.."in nquired formoilture tut. ••...._

C _ Moiltun pm:ent of B

D - Moilture percent o( A + B combiMd
E - Ra,,/t - - Moilture percent of ,,,,,,11

_p~ (enter in it,m 3c) Percent

lAb Technician _
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UNITED.TATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ITATlmCAL REPORTING SERVICE

FORM D: RICE YIELD SURVEY -1982
POST-HARVEST INTERVIEV'!

MONTH COOE

Form "-0 ••••
O. M. B. Nu_ 535-OOBII

•••• 1•••••• 2
Got.1 ••••.. :1
•••• 1••••••. 4
Doc. 1 ••.••••. .s

YEAR, CROP. FORM, MONTH
11-41

Bull •• uu.,eu, I (or a rep_tatl •• from
our omce) contacted ,ou and made IOme counta
011 amaIl UDitaIn on. or your rice r••lda. I would
Bile to lmow bow your crop turned out In thia field.

~

70
ORe ( I.... ...•

__ •••••••••••••••••••• _7_1 _

1Im'- Field Number ( Acres for Grein I e__

2. How"*'Y __ of rice _e (or will bel harftlted for .rein from this fInl ••••••.•••••••••

If Item II ;. diff~nt (rom Item I, ./r Item 3. If not, ./rip to Item 4.

DO NOT CHANGE ITEM 1.
8. Earlier In the crop year litem 11 nIed • being intended

for harftlt •• reln. Can you .1" me a _ for ttta dlff.rence?

Acr. f_06
e__

If ol/UGtor indieota yield IHr ae,e, ", ••/tiply '" ",,"-ted _
10 "etemUM total blllhet., Show yo ••, IIIOrIr •.

Ii. w. production determined from weight ticketa V. 0 •1 No 0 •2 •••••••.•••••• Ent.r Code

1
607

•. How meny buIheh _e hanested from th_ litem 21 7 ••••••••• Totel Buthel, •.•. _

1_60_9 _

e. ==~~.~~.~~II. ~~.t~.~ •••••.•••.•••••••••••••••.•• , ••• To1aI Bushel, 1_60_8 _
7. Then the to1al bushel, harusted lor tlqItCted) from

thla field Is lltama4 + e) .•••••••••••••••• , ••••••• Total Bush.l, I 1

8. Whet _ the molttur. COlItantof the t.rnItad rice •.•••••.••••.••••••••••.•••••••..••••••. .1_
6
_
1° _

9. On what ".,. w. or will her"tIt be oompleted In this field? _
(Month and Day)

OFFICE USE ~_04 _

1672
Ending Time •.••. _

10. Wu this field t.rnItad with a oomblne equlpad with
I •••• .....".,7 V. 0 - 1 No 0 -2 , , Enter Code

11. w. thin Iny IignlfiCint cIImIge In this flaId from
"-11, IIIrd1,~,Iodglng or other _? •••..•••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• Enter Code

If y., ,,*,fy the meln _roela) of".mege-------------

Enume,.,.. _

STATUS CODE

CODE r_· _
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UNITED STATU DEPARTMENT OF AORICUL TURE
STATISTICAL REl'ORTINO SERVICE

FORM E: RICE YIELD SURVEY - 1982

POST-HARVEST GLEANINGS

EAR,CROP,FORM,MONTH
11-41

MONTH CODE

AutI. 1 •••••••••• 1
1Ipt. 1•••••• oo •• 2
Oat. 1••••••• oo •• :I
•••••••1•••••• _ •• 4
0.. 1or ••••••• I 217 _

UNIT LOCATIONS

1==Numberofpec ••• long.tg.offield .

Number of ~ into field .......•...........................
Width __ 6 row speca (m_r •
dinance from nalk. in Row 1 to
nalles in Row 81..........•.•..•........•. Feet end Tentha

Unit 1

• I 705

Unit 2

•
GLEANINGS tp/Gce allgleanirl/l' (rom both unit. in one paper bag.)

1. PICK UP IN •. All unthreshed whol. hud.
BOTH UNITS: b. All Plrtlv threshed heed.

c:, A11100s' rice gr.ins

CHECK( ) CHECK( )
FIELD NOTES: If poat-harvut obleM1lJtionlCGnnot be made, giue r-.,n here. IndiCGte if IIlternate

(Wid IDGI .Iee/ed.

[
772

Enumerator Ending Time (Military Timel .••.......•• _

MAIL gleoning. in cloth mailing.elt and thu Form E in Gddre••ed .nuelope to STA TE LASORA TORY.

STATUS COPE •••••••

CODE r-o------

REGIONAL LABORATORY DETERMINATIONS

4. Moisture ClOntent.••.••••••• (One Decimal) ..•••••••.••••.••.••.••••••••••...•..•••••••••
If eample. combined for mOytuN t.t,show IIImple numbers combined: _

DO NOT ~ combined IImpl. -9ttJ In ltam 2 or 3.

•
80

Dat. Analy%.t (•.• _lib T_lli.n _

2. Total weight of heecII. kernels.nd cheff in PIper beg ••.• (One Decimal) ..•...............•...••• Grams

3. Weight of threlhed •• in •••••• (One Decimol) ........•.........•........................•. Grams

P_t
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5.3 Survey Evaluation Po~

Please fUl out this questionnaire at the end of the survey period. Your comments
will be used :tn plann:tng future llice Objective Yield Surveys. Please give a great
deal of thought to your answers. If you need IDOrespace for your anavers, write
on the back, or attach another sheet of paper.

'1. Were the :tnstructions :tn the enumerator's manual clear? If not which sections
need improvement?

2. Do you have any suggestions as to how to improve the count, unit location. or
postharvest gleaning procedures?

3. If you worked on the rice survey last year, do you prefer walk:tng downthe
ditches as was done this year, or walking into the field frolll the edge of the
field (the way it was done last year)? Why?

4. Are the supplies and equipment you were given adequate? If no, what other
supplies do you need?

Are there supplies and equipment that you have now that you do not need?

5. Was farmer refusal a probl_?

6. Do you have any _jor concerns with the rice work (safety, field daIlIage, post-
harvest glean:tngs, unit location, etc.)?
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APPENDIX II

CODE 1 -
PRE-BOOT

CODE 2 -
EARL Y BOOT

Maturity Code Descriptions

This is a general category in which you will record all units where
tillers are only an inch or two high, up to where stalks do not indicate
any swelling and DO NOT HAVE the definite flag leaf or other evidence
of a partly developed head inside the leaf sheath.

Stalks are starting to joint and joints can be seen easily. A partly
developed head may be detected by noting that the stem has started
swelling below the foliage leaf. This swelling may also be felt inside
the sheath. Be careful not to damage the partly developed head by
squeezing the stem or sheath.

In most cases the presence of heads enclosed in the leaf sheath could be
verified by going outside the unit and examining stalks that are similar
in appearance to the doubtful ones before classifying the unit in the
EARL Y BOOT stage. Clip a few stalks, unroll the leaf sheath and see
whether or not there is a small, partially developed head encased in the
shea tho

CODE 4 - MILK

CODE 3 -
LATE BOOT-FLOWER (HEADS
EMERGED) INCLUDES
WATERY KERNELS The head has moved up the stem and swelling has occurred above the

base of the top foliage leaf. The sheath will split and the head will
partially or wholly emerge. The flower stage occurs soon after the
head emerges and small blooms or flowers begin to open at the base of
the head and blooming progresses toward the tip. For our purpose,
consider the unit to be in the late boot or flower stage from the time
swelling can be seen or felt above the top foliage leaf until the head
emerges and the watery clear liquid in the kernel has begun to turn
milky.

Kernels are formed in heads. Kernels of grain are soft, moist and
milky. When the grain is squeezed, a milky liquid can be observed. The
plant is still generally green.

CODE 5 - SOFT DOUGH The grains can be crushed between the thumb and fingernail; the
contents of most of the GRAIN are SOFT with ONLY A FEW GRAINS
PER HEAD containing any milky liquid.

CODE 6 - HARD
DOUGH

CODE 7 - RIPE

The grain is FIRM and though it may be dented by pressure of the
thumbnail, it is NOT EASILY CRUSHED.

Ripe -- straw and leaves may be green or partly green but average
moisture in grain is about 20%. Grains at base of head may be in hard
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CODE 8 - BLANK

dough stage whereas riper grains in upper portions of the head will be
relatively hard. Most of grains will have taken on a mature color but
there may be a slightly green color on lower grains. The straw, and to a
lesser extent the leaves, may remain fairly green when the grain is
considered mature.

This maturity code is used for fields with blank areas where the sample
fails. There will be no plants in the sample unit.

"U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1983_420-929:SRS-1390
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